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Abstract Motivated by observations of saturation overshoot this article investi-
gates generic classes of smooth travelling wave solutions of a system of two-coupled
nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations resulting from a flux function of
high symmetry. All boundary value problems of the travelling wave Ansatz, that
lead to smooth travelling wave solutions, are systematically explored. A complete,
visually and computationally useful representation of the five dimensional mani-
fold connecting wave velocities and boundary data is found by using methods from
dynamical systems theory. The travelling waves exhibit monotonic, non-monotonic
or plateau-shaped behaviour. Special attention is given to the non-monotonic pro-
files. The stability of the travelling waves is studied by numerically solving the full
system of the partial differential equations with an efficient and accurate adaptive
moving grid solver.
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1 Introduction

A certain symmetric system of two coupled fractional flow equations for multiphase
flow in porous media is investigated here systematically and in some detail. Despite
the symmetric form of the fractional flow function the system is representative for
various theoretical models of multiphase flow in porous media and shows a rich
variety of travelling wave solutions with and without overshoot.

Much attention has recently been focussed on so called “saturation overshoot”
(see [1, 2] for recent reviews), a term that refers to the phenomenon of non-
monotonic saturation profiles developing during wetting phase infiltration into
a porous medium [3–7]. A strong motivation for these studies were mathematical
results excluding the existence of overshoot profiles for the traditional Richards
equation from hydrology [8–19]. It has been conjectured that new theoretical ap-
proaches might be unavoidable [13, 16–18, 20–22] to reconcile theory and exper-
iment. On the other hand, a recent investigation [1] has uncovered the existence
of saturation overshoot profiles within the traditional theory in the hyperbolic
limit, while the Richards equation represents a special parabolic limit. Rather
than entering into the details of this ongoing debate the present article wants to
discuss the sensitive parameter dependence of non-monotonic travelling wave pro-
files, that seems a common denominator of all these studies, from a more general
mathematical perspective. Extrapolating the full set of equations to the limit of
vanishing viscosity generally yields information on admissibility and structure of
viscous shock profiles that is of independent mathematical interest [23]. Methodi-
cally we study this limit by introducing a novel, exhaustive and computationally
useful reduced representation of the solution space.

Given the discovery of static non-monotonic saturation profiles with zero veloc-
ity in a generalized two-phase flow theory [20] the original motivation of this work
was to search for travelling wave solutions of the generalized theory introduced in
[24–26]. Let us recall that in [24–26] the flow of two immiscible fluid phases inside
a porous medium is treated as a flow of four phases by subdividing each phase into
a percolating and nonpercolating subphase. Of course, an analytical treatment of
the resulting system of four strongly coupled highly nonlinear PDEs is not feasi-
ble. Rather, it is necessary to make several simplifications [26, 27] if one wants to
discuss its implications. In order to arrive at the equations (1) studied here, ad-
ditional simplifications and assumptions beyond those in [26, 27] are needed [28].
As a first approximation the number of unknowns is reduced to two by setting the
saturation of one of the four phases to zero. More importantly, the crucial mass
exchange terms are neglected in this paper and the highly nonlinear and coupled
capillary diffusion term in [24–27, 29] is linearized, decoupled and approximated
with a finite nonzero constant.

Details on the simplifying assumptions leading from the two phase flow model
in [24, 25, 29] to the present model of equations (1) below are given in [28, Ch.6].
Excluding mass exchange renders the relation of our mathematical model with the
generalized two phase theory tenuous and remote. It is clear that the results of our
mathematical model cannot be interpreted in terms of the generalized two phase
flow theory in [24, 25, 29].

Instead of applying and interpreting our model and its results physically in
terms of the generalized theory we point out that the same set of model equations
is obtained within the traditional theory of three-phase flow [30]. A fractional flow
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formulation for three phase flow yields the mathematical model of this article as
a special case with quadratic permeabilities for all three phases and unit viscocity
ratio. The appearance of the model equations (1) below from different theories
motivates and justifies their thorough study from a more mathematical point of
view.

2 Objectives and Definition of the Model

The objective of this article is to construct, analyze and numerically simulate
smooth travelling waves of the nonlinear system of two parabolic partial differential
equations (PDEs)

∂u

∂t
+
∂fu(u, v)

∂x
= µ

∂2u

∂x2
, (1a)

∂v

∂t
+
∂fv(u, v)

∂x
= µ

∂2v

∂x2
(1b)

where the two unknowns u = u(x, t) and v = v(x, t) are functions u : R × R+ →
[0, 1] and v : R × R+ → [0, 1] from R × R+ to the unit interval. The argument
x ∈ R represents dimensionless position along a one-dimensional porous column,
the argument t ∈ R+ represents dimensionless time. The parameter constant

µ > 0 (2)

is fixed, given and strictly bounded away from zero. The parameter functions
fu, fv : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ [0, 1], depicted in Fig. 1,

fu(u, v) =
u2

u2 + (1− u− v)2 + v2
, (3a)

fv(u, v) =
v2

u2 + (1− u− v)2 + v2
(3b)

are chosen as symmetric as possible to keep the dimension of the parameter space
manageable while preserving the convex-concave shape that is typical for frac-
tional flow functions of porous media. More general parameter function with less
symmetry can be studied along the same lines laid out in this article. In the tra-
ditional theory of three phase flow in porous media, these functions correspond
to quadratic relative permeabilities and equal viscosities [30]. For their relation to
the generalized two phase flow theory see [28].

In both cases the unknowns, called u and v in equations (1), correspond to the
saturations. In three-phase flow u is the water saturation, v is the oil saturation
and w = 1 − u − v is the gas saturation [30]. In the generalized theory u is the
water saturation, v is the nonpercolating oil saturation, and w is the percolating
oil saturation [24–26, 28]. Because saturations are non-negative and bounded by
one, the unknowns u and v are restricted to the unit interval. The saturation of
the third phase is w = 1− u− v so that we restrict the unknowns generally to the
set

D = {(u, v) ∈ R2| 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1}, (4)
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Fig. 1 Subfigure (a) shows fu(u, v) on D. Subfigure (b) shows fv(u, v) on D. Colours represent
the values in the range 0 ≤ fu, fv ≤ 1.

where w = 1− u− v.
We emphasize, however, that our main results are independent of the physical

interpretation of equations (1) in terms of traditional three-phase flow models or
non-traditional two-phase flow models.

The equations (1) need to be supplemented with function spaces and boundary
conditions. We choose u, v, w ∈ C∞(R×R+, [0, 1]) the space of infinitely often dif-
ferentiable functions. The boundary conditions and initial conditions are specified
as

(u(−∞, t), v(−∞, t)) = (ul, vl), t > 0, (5a)

(u(∞, t), v(∞, t)) = (ur, vr), t > 0, (5b)

(u(x, 0), v(x, 0)) = (u0(x), v0(x)) ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1])× C∞(R, [0, 1]), (5c)

with boundary data

(u0(−∞), v0(−∞)) = (ul, vl), (5d)

(u0(∞), v0(∞)) = (ur, vr), (5e)(
du0

dx
(−∞),

dv0

dx
(−∞)

)
= (0, 0), (5f)(

du0

dx
(∞),

dv0

dx
(∞)

)
= (0, 0) (5g)

where (ul, vl), (ur, vr) ∈ D are constants.
This paper concerns only those solutions of equations (1)–(5) with u(x, t) ∈ D

and v(x, t) ∈ D for all x ∈ R, t ≥ 0. It attempts to identify the totality of
all boundary conditions leading to travelling wave solutions with this restriction.
Travelling wave solutions are profiles of the form u(x, t) = u((x − ct)/µ) and
v(x, t) = v((x − ct)/µ) with a constant dimensionless wave speed c (see (6), (7)
and (8) below). For travelling waves a dynamical system approach can be applied
because the similarity transformation results in a system of ordinary differential
equation that can be interpreted as a dynamical system. Travelling waves are
identified as orbits connecting different pairs of stationary points (stable nodes,
unstable nodes, saddle points) in the phase portrait of the dynamical system.
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The way how this paper discusses travelling waves differs significantly from
the common point of view prevalent in the field of hyperbolic conservation laws.
Theories of hyperbolic conservation laws treat the boundary condition on one side
as a fixed parameter, the boundary condition on the other side as unknown and the
wave velocity c is derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot condition [16, 22, 31–35]. In
contrast to this, the present paper treats both boundary conditions (ul, vl), (ur, vr)
on an equal footing as unknowns. The wave velocity c is regarded here as a fixed
parameter.

The objective of this paper is to find, for all possible fixed wave velocities c
, all existing pairs of boundary conditions in the physical domain of definition
which lead to smooth travelling wavs with this particular wave velocity. After
that, all possible travelling waves profiles are looked for and classified with respect
to monotonicity. Special attention is placed upon non-monotonic profiles. The
Rankine-Hugoniot condition is stated here in an unconventional way through two
auxiliary functions that are related to the integration constants. This enables us
to introduce a practical and complete representation of the five dimensional func-
tionality between the wave velocity c and the boundary conditions (ul, vl), (ur, vr).
This method of analysis seems to be general and it could be of great interest
in other fields of application which discuss similar systems of partial differential
equations.

3 Method of solution

This section describes the method of solution. It begins with the travelling wave
Ansatz followed by a dynamical system approach. Finally, a reduced representation
of the solution space is introduced.

3.1 Travelling wave Ansatz

Our starting point is the system of time-dependent nonlinear partial differential
equations of (1) with initial and boundary conditions (5). The aim of this paper
is to find travelling wave solutions with a constant wave speed

c > 0. (6)

This suggests the Ansatz

u(x, t) = u(y), (7a)

v(x, t) = v(y), (7b)

where

y :=
x− ct
µ

(8)

is a rescaled travelling wave variable.
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The initial and boundary problem of the PDE system (1) is reduced to a
boundary value problem of an ordinary differential equation system. The boundary
conditions are

(u(−∞), v(−∞)) = (ul, vl), (9a)

(u(∞), v(∞)) = (ur, vr), (9b)

(
du

dx
(−∞),

dv

dx
(−∞)) = (0, 0), (9c)

(
du

dx
(∞),

dv

dx
(∞)) = (0, 0). (9d)

We exclude the boundary conditions (ul, vl) = (ur, vr) because they would only
lead to constant solution profiles in our case. By substituting relations (7), (8) into
system (1), the system of ordinary differential equations

−cdu
dy

+
d

dy

[
fu(u(y), v(y))− du

dy

]
= 0, (10a)

−cdv
dy

+
d

dy

[
fv(u(y), v(y))− dv

dy

]
= 0. (10b)

is extracted.

3.2 Dynamical system approach

Equations (10) can be integrated from a fixed value y0 to a y. This yields the
dynamical system

d

dy
u = fu(u, v)− cu+Ku, (11a)

d

dy
v = fv(u, v)− cv +Kv, (11b)

with constants of integration

Ku = −fu(u0, v0) + cu0, (12a)

Kv = −fv(u0, v0) + cv0, (12b)

where u0 = u(y0), v0 = v(y0). The point (u0, v0) is always a stationary point. If
y0 =∞ or y0 = −∞ the stationary point is (u0, v0) = (ur, vr) or (u0, v0) = (ul, vl).
We denote the flow (see [36]) of the dynamical system (11) with φy. Now, we define
the auxiliary functions

ku : D× R+ → R
(u, v; c) 7→ −fu(u, v) + cu, (13a)

kv : D× R+ → R
(u, v; c) 7→ −fv(u, v) + cv, (13b)

(13c)
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so that Ku = ku(u0, v0; c) and Kv = kv(u0, v0; c). We also define a function

k : D× R+ → R× R
(u, v; c) 7→ (ku(u, v; c), kv(u, v; c)). (14)

The relation

k(u, v; c) = (Ku,Kv) (15)

holds if and only if

du

dy
= 0 and

dv

dy
= 0. (16)

Therefore, the set of stationary points of the dynamical system (11) and hence
the set of all possible boundary conditions for a specific velocity and for specific
integration constants is defined by

B(Ku,Kv; c) =
{

(u∗, v∗) ∈ D | k(u∗, v∗; c) = (Ku,Kv)
}
. (17)

Note that (u0, v0) belongs to B(Ku,Kv; c).
For a particular stationary point (u∗, v∗) ∈ B(Ku,Kv; c) the linearized system

reads

d

dy

(
u
v

)
=

(
∂fu(u

∗,v∗)
∂u − c ∂fu(u

∗,v∗)
∂v

∂fv(u
∗,v∗)

∂u
∂fv(u

∗,v∗)
∂v − c

)(
u− u∗
v − v∗

)
(18)

and its eigenvalues are

e1,2(u∗, v∗; c) =
1

2

(
∂fu(u∗, v∗)

∂u
+
∂fv(u∗, v∗)

∂v
− 2c

±

√(
∂fu(u∗, v∗)

∂u
− ∂fv(u∗, v∗)

∂v

)2

+ 4
∂fu(u∗, v∗)

∂v

∂fv(u∗, v∗)

∂u

 . (19)

Because the functions ∂fu
∂u ,

∂fu
∂v ,

∂fv
∂u and ∂fv

∂v are non-negative in the domain of
definition D, all eigenvalues e1,2 are real, and therefore we may exclude the exis-
tence of center points and spiral points in the travelling wave dynamical system.
The eigenvalues are independent of the integration constants. Therefore, for a fixed
velocity c we can classify the stationary points in three categories:

(u∗, v∗) is


a stable node, if (u∗, v∗) ∈ Sst(c),

an unstable node, if (u∗, v∗) ∈ Sun(c),

a saddle point, if (u∗, v∗) ∈ Ssa(c)

(20)

with

Sst(c) = {(u∗, v∗) ∈
⋃

Ku,Kv

B(Ku,Kv; c) | e1(u∗, v∗; c) < 0 and

e2(u∗, v∗; c) < 0}, (21a)

Sun(c) = {(u∗, v∗) ∈
⋃

Ku,Kv

B(Ku,Kv; c) | e1(u∗, v∗; c) > 0 and

e2(u∗, v∗; c) > 0}, (21b)

Ssa(c) = {(u∗, v∗) ∈
⋃

Ku,Kv

B(Ku,Kv; c)&| e1(u∗, v∗; c)e2(u∗, v∗; c) < 0}. (21c)
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Travelling wave solutions of the PDE system (1) correspond to heteroclinic orbits
connecting stationary points of the dynamical system, see for example [37] or [38].

3.3 Reduced representation of the solution space

In this subsection a novel approach is introduced that enables us to find a prac-
tical and complete representation of the solution space of travelling waves of the
PDE system (1)-(5). Existence of solutions is not proven in this paper. But it
would be easy to do so using homotopy arguments starting from examples in
each topologically different class found in Section 3 below. This section introduces
nomenclature that allows to present the results in Section 3 in a clear and concise
way. Furthermore this new approach is compared to the traditional method used
e.g. in [16, 22, 31, 33–35].

3.3.1 Description of the method

We define the space of smooth travelling wave solutions of the PDE system (1)-(5)
as

S ={(u(y), v(y)) ∈ C∞(R,D) |

(u(y), v(y)) solution of the PDE system (1)-(5) with y :=
x− ct
µ

and (u(−∞), v(−∞)) = (ul, vl) and (u(∞), v(∞)) = (ur, vr)}. (22)

We define the map

f : S→ R+ × D× D
s 7→ (c;ul, vl, ur, vr) (23)

where c is the velocity and (ul, vl), (ur, vr) are the boundary conditions of (5) for
the travelling wave s ∈ S. Note that this representation is not minimal because
the boundary conditions and the velocity are connected by eq. (15). In this two-
dimensional system, it is not guaranteed that it is injective. A particular boundary
value problem (ul, vl), (ur, vr) could lead to different travelling wave solutions de-
pending on the initial conditions of the PDE system. A main goal is to find the
image of f

F =im(f) (24)

because F represents all boundary conditions and their velocities that lead to
travelling waves.

Now we define the map

g : F→ {(c;Ku,Kv) ∈ R+ × R× R}
(c;ul, vl, ur, vr) 7→ (c; k(ul, vl; c)) = (c; k(ur, vr; c)). (25)

which includes the integration constants of (12). It is again not injective because
different boundary value problems (ul, vl), (ur, vr) could lead to the same integra-
tion constants. Another main goal is to find the image of g

G = im(g). (26)
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because G represents all integration constants and velocities that lead to travelling
waves of the PDE system (1).

The map

h : S→ G
s 7→ g ◦ f(s). (27)

connects the integration constants with the travelling wave solutions of the PDE
system (1). The maps

h : S
f
� F

g
� G (28)

are surjective.
Our classification of all solutions starts by fixing the velocity c. This is archived

by the orthogonal projection

Π⊥c : {c} ×M→ M (29)

where c is the velocity and M is any subset of D × D or R × R. The orthogonal
projection generates the hypersurfaces

Fc = Π⊥c (F), (30a)

Gc = Π⊥c (G) (30b)

in R+ × D × D resp. R+ × R × R. The set Fc represents all boundary conditions
that lead to travelling waves with the specific velocity c and the set Gc represents
all integration constants that lead to travelling waves with the specific velocity c.
Moreover we define the functions

fc = Π⊥c (f) : S→ Fc
s 7→ (ul, vl, ur, vr), (31a)

gc = Π⊥c (g) : Fc → Gc
(ul, vl, ur, vr) 7→ kc(ul, vl) = kc(ur, vr), (31b)

hc = Π⊥c (h) : S→ Gc
s 7→ gc ◦ fc(s). (31c)

where we used kc(u, v) = k(u, v; c). We define two projections

Πl : Fc → D : (ul, vl, ur, vr) 7→ (ul, vl), (32a)

Πr : Fc → D : (ul, vl, ur, vr) 7→ (ur, vr) (32b)

which give us the left-sided resp. the right-sided boundary condition of the bound-
ary value problem (ul, vl, ur, vr) leading to a travelling wave with velocity c. The
relations

gc(f) = kc(Πl(f)) = kc(Πr(f)) ∀f ∈ Fc (33)

hold.
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In general there could be node to node, saddle to node, node to saddle and
saddle to saddle connections. For them, we introduce superscripts nn,ns ,sn ,ss. We
decompose Fc,Gc

⋃
i∈{nn,ns,sn,ss}

Fic = Fc, (34a)

⋃
i∈{nn,ns,sn,ss}

Gic = Gc (34b)

where Fic ∩ Fjc = ∅ and Gic ∩Gjc = ∅ for i 6= j. Note that

Πl(Fnn
c ) ⊂ Sun(c), (35a)

Πr(Fnn
c ) ⊂ Sst(c), (35b)

Πl(Fns
c ) ⊂ Sun(c), (35c)

Πr(Fns
c ) ⊂ Ssa(c), (35d)

Πl(Fsn
c ) ⊂ Ssa(c), (35e)

Πr(Fsn
c ) ⊂ Sst(c), (35f)

Πl(Fss
c ) ⊂ Ssa(c), (35g)

Πr(Fss
c ) ⊂ Ssa(c). (35h)

The union of all preimages g−1
c (Ku,Kv) over all integration constants

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) (36)

gives all possible boundary conditions that lead to travelling wave solutions with
fixed velocity c. This allows to classify the boundary value problem data

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Sun(c)×Sst(c)] = Fnn

c , (37a)

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Ssa(c)×Sst(c)] = Fsn

c , (37b)

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Sun(c)×Ssa(c)] = Fns

c , (37c)

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Ssa(c)×Ssa(c)] = Fss

c . (37d)

The union of all preimages h−1
c (Ku,Kv) = f−1

c ◦ g−1
c (Ku,Kv) over all integration

constants

⋃
Ku,Kv

h−1
c (Ku,Kv) (38)
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gives all travelling wave solutions with velocity c. These can be classified as⋃
Ku,Kv

h−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Sun(c)×Sst(c)] = S

nn
c , (39a)

⋃
Ku,Kv

h−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Ssa(c)×Sst(c)] = S

sn
c , (39b)

⋃
Ku,Kv

h−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Sun(c)×Ssa(c)] = S

ns
c , (39c)

⋃
Ku,Kv

h−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩ [Ssa(c)×Ssa(c)] = S

ss
c (39d)

into node to node, node to saddle, saddle to node and saddle to saddle connections.

By plotting the graph Γkc of the function kc defined in eq. (31b)

Γkc = {(u∗, v∗)× kc(u
∗, v∗) | (u∗, v∗) ∈ D}. (40)

and the stability regions Sun(c),Sst(c),Ssa(c) defined by the eigenvalues in eq.
(19) for a specific velocity c we use eq. (37) to represent a superset of all node to
node, saddle to node, node to saddle and saddle to saddle boundary conditions
that lead to travelling wave solutions with velocity c. This can be achieved by
using a two-dimensional color plot. The set of all integration constants Gc for a
fixed velocity can be obtained from this graph. By varying the velocity, we find all
possible velocities for travelling waves and the union of Gc for all possible velocities
gives the set G.

If now, in addition to the fixed velocity c, the integration constants (Ku,Kv)
are fixed then all possible travelling wave solutions and their actual boundary
values with velocity c and integration constants (Ku,Kv) can be found by plotting
the phase portrait for a particular (c,Ku,Kv). Here in our example, there are
eight classes of topologically different phase portraits for varying velocities and
integration constants. Therefore, the information about the boundary conditions
gained from one of each topologically different phase portraits can be used for
the restriction of the supersets of all possible boundary conditions that lead to
travelling wave solutions. Hence, it is not necessary to plot all phase portraits.
Taking the union of these sets of boundary conditions over all possible integration
constants gives the set of all boundary value problems Fc that lead to travelling
waves with velocity c and taking the union over all possible velocities leads to the
set of all boundary value problems F that lead to travelling waves.

3.3.2 Comparison to the traditional method

The traditional method used in the hyperbolic community [16, 22, 31, 33–35] also
considers the set F but there the velocity is an output of the Rankine-Hugoniot
condition c(ul, vl;ur, vr). Traditionally, one starts by fixing one boundary condi-
tion, e.g. (ur, vr), and then considering the hypersurface

F(ur,vr) = F ∩ [{c(ul, vl;ur, vr)} × D× {(ur, vr)}]
= {(c(ul, vl, ur, vr), ul, vl) ∈ R× D} (41)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2 Classification of stationary points from (20) for different velocities. Stable nodes Sst(c)
are shown in light gray, unstable nodes Sun(c) in black, and saddle points Ssa(c) are shown
in dark gray. Subfigure (a) corresponds to c = 0.02, Subfigure (b) shows c = 0.5, Subfigure (c)
shows c = 1, Subfigure (d) shows c = 2, Subfigure (e) shows c = 2.08 and Subfigure (f) shows
c = 2.22. The boundaries of the different stability regions correspond to the level curves of
e1,2 = 0.

The projection

Πc(ul,vl,ur,vr) : F(ur,vr) → D : (c(ul, vl, ur, vr), ul, vl)|(ur,vr) 7→ (ul, vl)|(ur,vr) (42)

is the Hugoniot locus for viscous shock profiles of the corresponding hyperbolic
limit µ = 0.

4 Results

4.1 Stability of the stationary points

We have computed the eigenvalues of the stationary points from equation (19)
for all (u∗, v∗) ∈ D and all velocities c ≥ 0. In Figure 2 the classification of the
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stationary points Sst(c),Sun(c),Ssa(c) from (20) is shown for the wave speeds
c = 0.02, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.08, 2.22. The wave speeds have been determined numerically.
The boundaries of the different stability regions correspond to the level curves of
e1,2 = 0. The black areas are the unstable points Sun(c). The light gray areas
are the stable points Sst(c). Further, the dark gray areas indicate saddle points
Ssa(c). The complete domain of definition D is unstable at c = 0 and stable
for c > 2.22. Moreover for c > 2 there is no unstable region anymore. Only for
0 < c < 2 travelling wave solutions connecting unstable and stable stationary
points are possible. For 0 < c < 2.22 travelling wave solutions connecting saddles
and nodes are possible.

The stationary points for c = 1 are shown in Figure 2(c). Figures for velocities
0 < c < 2 look qualitatively the same as in Figure 2(c). There is an unstable
region in the middle surrounded by a saddle point region and three stable regions
located in the corners. We denote the stable region around the origin (0, 0) by
(0,0)Sst(c), the stable region around the point (1, 0) by (1,0)Sst(c) and the stable
region around the point (0, 1) by (0,1)Sst(c).

4.2 Stable stationary points and their connections

In Section 4.1, we found out that there are three stable regions located in the
corners. Therefore, we split up Fnn

c into three parts

(0,0)Fnn
c =

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩

[
Sun(c)×(0,0) Sst(c)

]
, (43a)

(0,1)Fnn
c =

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩

[
Sun(c)×(0,1) Sst(c)

]
, (43b)

(1,0)Fnn
c =

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩

[
Sun(c)×(1,0) Sst(c)

]
, (43c)

Fnn
c =(0,0) Fnn

c ∪(0,1) Fnn
c ∪(1,0) Fnn

c . (43d)

The set (0,0)Fnn
c denotes the boundary conditions of a node to node connection

leading to travelling waves of increasing u and increasing v values.
The set (0,1)Fnn

c denotes the boundary conditions of a node to node connection
leading to travelling waves of increasing u and decreasing v values.
The set (1,0)Fnn

c denotes the boundary conditions of a node to node connection
leading to travelling waves of decreasing u and increasing v values.

In the same way, we define

(0,0)Fsn
c =

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩

[
Ssa(c)×(0,0) Sst(c)

]
, (44a)

(0,1)Fsn
c =

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩

[
Ssa(c)×(0,1) Sst(c)

]
, (44b)

(1,0)Fsn
c =

⋃
Ku,Kv

g−1
c (Ku,Kv) ∩

[
Ssa(c)×(1,0) Sst(c)

]
, (44c)

Fsn
c =(0,0) Fsn

c ∪(0,1) Fsn
c ∪(1,0) Fsn

c . (44d)
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class # stationary points # connections

a
st. un. sa.

0 1 0

nn ns sn ss

0 0 0 0

b
st. un. sa.

1 0 0

nn ns sn ss

0 0 0 0

c
st. un. sa.

0 1 1

nn ns sn ss

0 1 0 0

d
st. un. sa.

1 0 1

nn ns sn ss

0 0 1 0

e
st. un. sa.

3 0 2

nn ns sn ss

0 0 4 0

f
st. un. sa.

2 0 1

nn ns sn ss

0 0 2 0

g
st. un. sa.

1 1 2

nn ns sn ss

∞ 2 2 0

h
st. un. sa.

3 1 3

nn ns sn ss

∞ 3 6 0

Table 1 Classification of the topologically different phase portraits with respect to their
number and type of stationary points and their number and type of connections.

for the saddle-node connections. The set (0,0)Fsn
c denotes the boundary conditions

of a saddle to node connection leading to travelling waves of increasing u and
increasing v values. The set (0,1)Fsn

c denotes the boundary conditions of a saddle
to node connection leading to travelling waves of increasing u and decreasing
v values. The set (1,0)Fsn

c denotes the boundary conditions of a saddle to node
connection leading to travelling waves of decreasing u and increasing v values.

4.3 Classification of the topologically different phase portraits

In Table 1 all topologically different phase portraits are classified with respect to
their number and type of stationary points and their number and type of con-
nections. Table 2 shows the values of the integration constants (Ku,Kv) for the
topologically different phase portraits defined in Table 1 for fixed velocity c.

We have in total eight classes. The first two classes contain only one node:
Either one unstable point (class a) or one stable point (class b). There are no
connections because only one stationary point is available and homoclinic orbits
do not exist in our case.

The next four classes contain saddle points and either stable or unstable points.
Class c has an unstable point and a saddle point and therefore contains one node
to saddle connection. Class d has a stable point and a saddle point and therefore
contains one saddle to node connection. Class e has three stable points and one
saddle point and therefore contains four saddle to node connections. Class f has
two stable points and one saddle point and therefore contains two saddle to node
connections.

The most interesting classes however are class g and h because they contain
node to node connections. These node to node connections have an additional
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class (Ku,Kv)-values

a k(Sun(c)) \ k(Ssa(c))

b
⋃
i∈I k(

iSst(c)) \ k(Ssa(c))

c k(Sun(c)) ∩ k(Ssa(c)) \
⋃
i∈I k(

iSst(c))

d
⋃
i∈I k(

iSst(c)) ∩ k(Ssa(c)) \
⋃
j∈I\{i} k(

jSst(c))

e
⋂
i∈I k(

iSst(c)) \ k(Sun(c))

f
⋃
i∈I,j∈I\{i},k∈I\{i,j} k(

iSst(c)) ∩ k(jSst(c)) \ k(kSst(c))

g
⋃
i∈I k(

iSst(c)) ∩ k(Sun(c)) \
⋃
j∈I\{i} k(

jSst(c))

h
⋂
i∈I k(

iSst(c)) ∩ k(Sun(c))

Table 2 The values of the integration constants for the topologically different phase portraits
defined in Table 1 for fixed velocity c with I = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)}.

degree of freedom allowing non-monotonic profiles. Class g has one stable point
and one unstable point and two saddle points and therefore contains two saddle
to node connections, two node to saddle connections and infinitely many node to
node connections. Class h has three stable points, one unstable point and three
saddle points and therefore contains six saddle to node connections, three node to
saddle connections and infinitely many node to node connections.

4.4 The graph Γkc and its bifurcations

4.4.1 Description of Figures 3 - 9

Figures 3 - 9 show two-dimensional color plots for the graph Γkc defined in eq.
(40) for the velocities c = 0.7, 1, 1.11, 1.21, 1.34, 1.37, 1.5. The color code for the
values of kc(u

∗, v∗) = (ku(u∗, v∗), kv(u∗, v∗)) is shown as an inset. There are three
stable regions in the corners which are delimited by a solid line for (0,0)Sst(c), by
a dashed line for (0,1)Sst(c) and by a dash-dotted line for (1,0)Sst(c). Moreover,
there is one unstable region in the middle of the domain of definition D which is
delimited by a dotted line. The sets (0,0)Fnn

c ,(0,0) Fsn
c are shown as the horizontally

hatched region, the sets (0,1)Fnn
c ,(0,1) Fsn

c are shown as the inclined hatched region
and the sets (1,0)Fnn

c ,(1,0) Fsn
c are shown as the vertically hatched region. Non-

colored regions in the domain of definition D show stationary points of class a or
b which have no connections and therefore no travelling wave solutions for fixed
velocity c.

In the insets of Figures 3 - 9, the (Ku,Kv)-values of the stable, the unstable
and the saddle point regions are visible. The solid line frames set kc(

(0,0)Sst(c)), the
dashed line frames set kc(

(0,1)Sst(c)), the dash-dotted line frames set kc(
(1,0)Sst(c))

and the dotted line frames set kc(Sun(c)). The sets

(0,0)Gnn
c = gc(

(0,0)Fnn
c ), (45a)

(0,1)Gnn
c = gc(

(0,1)Fnn
c ), (45b)

(1,0)Gnn
c = gc(

(1,0)Fnn
c ), (45c)

Gnn
c =(0,0) Gnn

c ∪(0,1) Gnn
c ∪(1,0) Gnn

c . (45d)
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Fig. 3 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c = 0.7.
The detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. It is representative for
all velocities 0 < c < 1. There is a region of class a, there are three regions of class c, three
regions of class d and three regions of class g.

are the integration constants that lead to node to node connections where their
right-sided boundary conditions are elements of (0,0)Sst(c),

(0,1) Sst(c),
(1,0) Sst(c).

In the insets of Figures 3 - 9, (0,0)Gnn
c is shown as the horizontally hatched region,

the set (0,1)Gnn
c is shown as the inclined hatched region and the set (1,0)Gnn

c is
shown as the vertically hatched region. Only (Ku,Kv) = kc(u

∗, v∗)-values of a
saddle point (u∗, v∗) are colored. Non-colored regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space show
(Ku,Kv)-values which have no travelling wave solutions for fixed velocity c.

c a b c d e f g h

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(0, 1) 1 0 3 3 0 0 3 0

[1, 1.11] 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 1

(1.11, 1.21) 0 0 0 3 3 0 3 1

[1.21, 1.34) 0 3 0 3 3 6 3 1

[1.34, 1.37) 0 3 0 3 1 6 0 1

[1.37, 2) 0 3 0 0 1 3 0 1

[2, 2.2) 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 0

(2.2,∞) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3 For different velocities, number of unconnected regions where the different phase
portrait classes defined in Table 1 exist.
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Fig. 4 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c = 1. The
detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. Class h starts to exist. Class a
ceases to exist. Therefore, there are three regions of class c, three regions of class d, three regions
of class g and a region of class h. The stationary points of system with c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0
are shown with diamonds (stable points), circles (unstable points) and squares (saddle points).
This system is further discussed in Figure 10.

4.4.2 Bifurcations

As the velocity varies, bifurcations occur in the existence of the topologically
different phase portraits defined in Table 1. These bifurcations happen at velocities
c = 0, 1, 1.11, 1.21, 1.34, 1.37, 2, 2.22. Table 3 exhibits these bifurcations by giving
the numbers of unconnected regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space where the different
phase portrait classes defined in Table 1 exist. The bifurcations are described and
illustrated in detail in Figures 3 - 9.

For velocity c = 0, all points are unstable and therefore only class a exists and
covers the whole domain of definition D. For higher velocities c > 0, stable and
saddle points appear and the classes c,d,g start to exist.

Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq.
(40) for velocity c = 0.7. It is representative for all velocities 0 < c < 1. There is
a region of class a. The unstable points of class a are located in the white region
surrounded by the colored region in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class
a are located in the white region surrounded by the colored region in the (Ku,Kv)-
space. There are three regions of class c. The unstable and saddle points of class c
are located in the regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space that are bounded by two differently
hatched regions and the white regions. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class c are located
in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space that are bounded by two differently hatched
regions and the white regions. There are three regions of class d. The stable and
saddle points of class d are located in those regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space that are
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c =
1.11. The detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. Class c ceases to
exist. There are three regions of class d, three regions of class g and a region of class h. For
higher velocities c > 1.11, class e exist. The stationary points of system with c = 1.11,Ku =
0.02,Kv = 0.08 are shown with diamonds (stable points), circles (unstable points) and squares
(saddle points). This system is further discussed in Figure 12.

bounded by the equally hatched regions. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class d are located
in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the region bounded by either
the solid line or the dashed line or the dash-dotted line but which are not hatched.
There are three regions of class g. The stationary points of class g are located in
the horizontally or vertically or inclined hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The
(Ku,Kv)-values of class g are located in the horizontally or vertically or inclined
hatched regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space. The hatched regions on the unstable region
are located in the corners and do not touch each other,

Πl(
(0,0)Fnn

c ) ∩Πl(
(0,1)Fnn

c ) ∩Πl(
(1,0)Fnn

c ) = ∅ for c < 1. (46)

With increasing velocity they grow until they touch each other for the specific
value of Ku = 0,Kv = 0 for c = 1, shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq.
(40) for velocity c = 1. For velocities c ≥ 1, there are unstable points which belong
to all three sets,

Πl(
(0,0)Fnn

c ) ∩Πl(
(0,1)Fnn

c ) ∩Πl(
(1,0)Fnn

c ) 6= ∅ for c ≥ 1. (47)

and therefore class h starts to exist. For c = 1, the stationary points of class a are
the points of system with c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0. They are shown with diamonds
(stable points), circles (unstable points) and squares (saddle points). This system
is discussed further in Figure 10. Class a ceases to exist. There are three regions of
class c. The unstable and saddle points of class c are located in the regions in the
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Fig. 6 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c = 1.21.
The detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. There are three regions
of class d, three regions of class e, three regions of class g and a region of class h. For higher
velocities c > 1.21, there are stable points in the corners which are the only stationary points
in their corresponding phase portrait and hence belong to class b. Moreover, class f starts to
exist.

(u∗, v∗)-space that are bounded by two differently hatched regions. The (Ku,Kv)-
values of class c are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space that are bounded
by two differently hatched regions and the white region. There are three regions
of class d. The stable and saddle points of class d are located in the regions in the
(u∗, v∗)-space that are bounded by the equally hatched regions. The (Ku,Kv)-
values of class d are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside
the region bounded by either the solid line or the dashed line or the dash-dotted
line but which are not hatched. There are three regions of class g. The stationary
points of class g are located in the horizontally or vertically or inclined hatched
regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class g are located in the
horizontally or vertically or inclined hatched regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space.

Figure 5 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40)
for velocity c = 1.11. In Figure 5 each hatched region (0,0)Fnn

c , (0,1)Fnn
c , (1,0)Fnn

c

touches the opposite side of the unstable region. Class c ceases to exist. There
are three regions of class d. The stable and saddle points of class d are located in
the regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space that are bounded by the equally hatched regions.
The (Ku,Kv)-values of class d are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space
which are inside the region bounded by either the solid line or the dashed line or
the dash-dotted line but which are not hatched. There are three regions of class
g. The stationary points of class g are located in the horizontally or vertically
or inclined hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class g
are located in the horizontally or vertically or inclined hatched regions in the
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Fig. 7 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c = 1.34.
The detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. Class g ceases to exist.
There are three regions of class b, three regions of class d, three regions of class e, six regions
of class f and a region of class h. For higher velocities c > 1.34, the three unconnected regions
of class e merge to one region.

(Ku,Kv)-space. There exists a region of class h. The stationary points of class h
are located in the horizontally and vertically and inclined hatched regions in the
(u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class h are located in the horizontally and
vertically and inclined hatched regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space. For higher velocities
c > 1.11, class e exist and the corners for higher velocities c > 1.11 do not belong
anymore to the stable hatched regions,

Bε(0, 0) ∩Πr(
(0,0)Fnn

c ) = ∅, (48a)

Bε(0, 1) ∩Πr(
(0,1)Fnn

c ) = ∅, (48b)

Bε(1, 0) ∩Πr(
(1,0)Fnn

c ) = ∅ for c > 1.11 (48c)

for an ε > 0 where Bε(u, v) denotes the ε−ball around (u, v). This means that, for
c > 1.11, there are no node to node connections where two of the three bound-
ary values for u, v and w are non-zero. The stationary points of system with
c = 1.11,Ku = 0.02,Kv = 0.08 are shown with diamonds (stable points), circles
(unstable points) and squares (saddle points). This system is discussed further in
Figure 12.

Figure 6 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq.
(40) for velocity c = 1.21. It contains the same classes as in Figure 5. There are
three regions of class d. The stable and saddle points of class d are located in
the regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space that are bounded by the equally hatched regions.
The (Ku,Kv)-values of class d are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space
which are inside the region bounded by either the solid line or the dashed line or
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Fig. 8 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c = 1.37.
The detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. Class d ceases to exist.
There are three regions of class b, one region of class e, six regions of class f and a region of
class h. For higher velocities c > 1.37, the six regions of class f merge to three regions of class
f.

the dash-dotted line but which are not hatched. There are three regions of class
e. The stable and saddle points of class e are located in the non-hatched regions
in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class e are located in the regions in
the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the regions bounded by the solid line and the
dashed line and the dash-dotted line but which are not hatched. There are three
regions of class g. The stationary points of class g are located in the horizontally
or vertically or inclined hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values
of class g are located in the horizontally or vertically or inclined hatched regions in
the (Ku,Kv)-space. There exists a region of class h. The stationary points of class
h are located in the horizontally and vertically and inclined hatched regions in the
(u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class h are located in the horizontally and
vertically and inclined hatched regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space. For higher velocities
c > 1.21, there are stable points in the corners that are the only stationary points
(u∗, v∗) in D for a fixed (Ku,Kv)-value and hence belong to class b. Moreover,
class f appears.

Figure 7 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq.
(40) for velocity c = 1.34. There, all three hatched regions cover the complete set
of unstable points,

Πl(
(0,0)Fnn

c ) = Sun(c), (49a)

Πl(
(0,1)Fnn

c ) = Sun(c), (49b)

Πl(
(1,0)Fnn

c ) = Sun(c) for c > 1.34. (49c)
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Therefore, class g vanishes. The stable hatched regions loose connection to the
sides of the domain of definition D,

Πr(
(0,0)Fnn

c ) ∩ ∂D = ∅, (50a)

Πr(
(0,1)Fnn

c ) ∩ ∂D = ∅, (50b)

Πr(
(1,0)Fnn

c ) ∩ ∂D = ∅ for c > 1.34. (50c)

This means that, for c > 1.34, only node to node connections exist that have
non-zero values in u, v and w everywhere. There are three regions of class b.
The stable points of class b are located in the white regions in the corners in the
(u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class b are located in the white regions in
the corners in the (Ku,Kv)-space. There are three regions of class d. The stable
and saddle points of class d are located in the regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space that
are bounded by the equally hatched regions. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class d are
located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the region bounded
by either the solid line or the dashed line or the dash-dotted line but which are not
hatched. There are three regions of class e. The stable and saddle points of class e
are located in the non-hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values
of class e are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the
regions bounded by the solid line and the dashed line and the dash-dotted line
but which are not hatched. There are six regions of class f. The stable and saddle
points of class f are located in the non-hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The
(Ku,Kv)-values of class f are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space which
are inside the regions bounded by exactly two of the three linestyles solid, dashed
and dash-dotted. There exists a region of class h. The stationary points of class h
are located in the horizontally and vertically and inclined hatched regions in the
(u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class h are located in the horizontally and
vertically and inclined hatched regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space. For higher velocities
c > 1.34, the three unconnected regions of class e merge to one region.

Figure 8 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq.
(40) for velocity c = 1.37. There, class d vanishes. There are three regions of class
b. The stable points of class b are located in the white regions in the corners in
the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class b are located in the white regions
in the corners in the (Ku,Kv)-space. There is a region of class e. The stable and
saddle points of class e are located in the non-hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space.
The (Ku,Kv)-values of class e are located in the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space
which are inside the regions bounded by the solid line and the dashed line and
the dash-dotted line but which are not hatched. There are six regions of class
f. The stable and saddle points of class f are located in the non-hatched regions
in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class f are located in the regions
in the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the regions bounded by exactly two of
the three linestyles solid, dashed and dash-dotted. There exists a region of class
h. The stationary points of class h are located in the horizontally and vertically
and inclined hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class h
are located in the horizontally and vertically and inclined hatched regions in the
(Ku,Kv)-space.

For velocities 1.37 < c < 2 the picture will remain the same as in Figure 9.
All hatched regions, however, shrink and move to the center of the domain of
definition D, until for c = 2 they vanish completely.
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Fig. 9 Two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40) for velocity c = 1.5.
The detailed description is written in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2. It is representative for all
velocities 1.37 < c < 2. There are three regions of class b, one region of class e, three regions
of class f and a region of class h.

Figure 9 shows a two-dimensional color plot of the graph Γkc defined in eq. (40)
for velocity c = 1.5. It is representative for all velocities 1.37 < c < 2. There are
three regions of class b. The stable points of class b are located in the white regions
in the corners in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class b are located in
the white regions in the corners in the (Ku,Kv)-space. There is a region of class
e. The stable and saddle points of class e are located in the non-hatched regions
in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class e are located in the regions in
the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the regions bounded by the solid line and the
dashed line and the dash-dotted line but which are not hatched. There are three
regions of class f. The stable and saddle points of class f are located in the non-
hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values of class f are located in
the regions in the (Ku,Kv)-space which are inside the regions bounded by exactly
two of the three linestyles solid, dashed and dash-dotted. There exists a region
of class h. The stationary points of class h are located in the horizontally and
vertically and inclined hatched regions in the (u∗, v∗)-space. The (Ku,Kv)-values
of class h are located in the horizontally and vertically and inclined hatched regions
in the (Ku,Kv)-space.

For velocities c > 2, there are no unstable points anymore. Therefore, only the
classes b,e,f exist. For velocities c > 2.2, all points are stable and therefore only
class b exists and covers the whole domain of definition D.
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Fig. 10 Phase portrait for c = 1,Ku = Kv = 0. The seven thick black dots are the stationary
points listed in Table 4. The lines show orbits and the arrows show the direction of the orbits.
The invariant lines are linear orbits. The linear orbits which connect a saddle with a node are
the separatrices of the dynamical system. These separatrices bound the three two-dimensional
systems of orbits which connect the unstable stationary point with one of the three stable
stationary points.

4.5 A particular example of a phase portrait

The explicit travelling wave solutions are obtained from the phase portrait for a
fixed velocity c and fixed integration constants Ku,Kv. Node to node connections
are of particular interest because there the complexity is the highest and new
phenomena such as non-monotonic saturation profiles appear. Figure 10 shows
such a phase portrait for c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0. The lines show the orbits and the
arrows indicate the direction. The marked points are the stationary points already
seen in Figure 4. They are listed in Table 4.

4.5.1 Invariant lines

We define the invariant lines as lines where one of the phases does not exist or
where two of the other phases have the same saturation. The invariant lines are
shown as thick lines in Figure 10 and are listed in Table 5. The first three invariant

(u∗, v∗) type of stationary point e1 e2

i ( 1
3
, 1
3

) unstable node 1 1

ii (0,0) stable node −1 −1

iii (1,0) stable node −1 −1

iv (0,1) stable node −1 −1

v (0, 1
2

) saddle point 1 −1

vi ( 1
2

,0) saddle point 1 −1

vii ( 1
2

, 1
2

) saddle point 1 −1

Table 4 Classification of the stationary points for the system with c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0.
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lines lie on the boundaries of the domain of definition D and the last three are
the medians of it. These lines are invariant under the flow φy generated by the
dynamical system (11). To prove this, the dynamical system (11) with the specific
parameter set c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0 and functions fu, fv from equation (3) is
written as

du

dy
(u, v) = u

(
u

u2 + (1− u− v)2 + v2
− 1

)
, (51a)

dv

dy
(u, v) = v

(
v

u2 + (1− u− v)2 + v2
− 1

)
. (51b)

For the first invariant line u = 0 inTable 5 equation (51a) yields du
dy (0, v) = 0

holds. Hence, the flow φy of a point lying on the invariant line u = 0 fulfills the
equation of the invariant line u = 0 for all times t. The proof for the second
invariant line v = 0 of Table 5 works identically. The third invariant line u+v = 1
of Table 5 requires a slightly different approach. The quotient of equation (51a)
and equation (51b) is

du

dv
(u, v) =

du
dy (u, v)
dv
dy (u, v)

=
u(−3u+ 2u2 + 2v2 + 1− 2v + 2uv)

v(−3v + 2u2 + 2v2 + 1− 2u+ 2uv)
(52)

and gives the slope of an orbit at a given point (u, v) in the phase portrait. Using
the invariant line u + v = 1 in equation (52) yields (du/dv)(u, 1 − u) = −1. This
means that the slope of an orbit at any point on the invariant line u+v = 1 equals
the slope of the invariant line u + v = 1. Hence, the flow φy of a point with the
invariant line u+v = 1 fulfills the invariant line u+v = 1 for all times t. The other
cases from Table 5 can be proved similarly. The intersections of these lines give
all the stationary points of the dynamical system. On each line, there are three
stationary points. The endpoints are stable stationary points of the line because
either they are stable stationary points of the dynamical system or they are saddle
points and the line is their one-dimensional stable submanifold. The points in the
middle of the line are unstable stationary points of the line because either they
are unstable stationary points of the dynamical system or they are saddle points
and the line is their one-dimensional unstable submanifold. Therefore, each line
contains two linear heteroclinic orbits and in total there are twelve linear orbits.
Six orbits connect the saddles with each of the two corresponding stable points
which lie on the same invariant line I,II or III. Three orbits connect the unstable
point with the saddle points lying on the invariant lines IV,V or VI. Further, we
find three orbits connecting the unstable point with the stable points lying on

invariant lines (u, v)-representation du/dv
I u = 0 u = 0 0

II v = 0 v = 0 ∞
III w = 0 u+ v = 1 −1

IV u = v u− v = 0 1

V u = w u+ 2v = 1 −2

VI v = w 2u+ v = 1 −1/2

Table 5 Invariant lines for the system with c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0.
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Fig. 11 Phase portrait (a) shows four orbits connecting the stationary points ( 1
3
, 1
3

) and
(0, 0) for c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0. The thin line connects the two saddle points. The line is
parameterized by λ ∈ [0, 1] such that λ = 0 corresponds to (1/3, 0) and λ = 1 to (0, 1/3).
Each orbit connecting (1/3, 1/3) and (0, 0) intersects this line exactly once. The λ-value of
this intersection point is used to label the orbit. Saturation profiles (b) are shown for the
orbits with λ = 0.01, 0.42, 0.58, 0.99 which are already shown in Subfigure (a). The orbits with
λ = 0.42, 0.58 are separating curves such that orbits with λ ∈ (0, 0.42) are non-monotonic in
u, orbits with λ ∈ (0.42, 0.58) are monotonic and orbits with λ ∈ (0.58, 1) are non-monotonic
in v.

these invariant lines. Because these lines are invariant under the flow φy, these
invariant lines cannot be intersected by orbits. The linear orbits which connect
a saddle are the separatrices of the system. These separatrices bound the three
two-dimensional systems of orbits which connect the unstable stationary point
with one of the three stable stationary points. Note that here the local stable and
unstable manifolds of the saddles are also the global one’s because they are linear.

4.5.2 The subsystem connecting the origin

In the following, only the system connecting (1
3 ,13 ) and (0, 0) is further considered

and shown in Figure 11. The other two systems can be examined analogously. The
system connecting (1

3 ,13 ) and (0, 0) is bounded by the saddles (1
2 , 0) and (0, 12 ) and

the invariant lines I,II,V,VI. The invariant line IV cuts it into two halves. Infinitely
many orbits connect the pair of one stable point and one unstable point. However,
we observe that each orbit intersects the line which connects the two saddles (0, 12 )
and (1

2 , 0) exactly once. We define an additional parameter λ to interpolate linearly
between the saddle (0, 12 ) and the saddle (1

2 , 0) with λ = 1 corresponding to (0, 12 )
and λ = 0 to (1

2 , 0). Now it is possible to label each orbit uniquely by the λ
value of its intersection point with the line connecting the two saddles (0, 12 ) and
(1
2 , 0). This additional degree of freedom determines the (non-)monotonicity of the

travelling wave solution shown in Table 6.

A travelling wave solution of a single fractional flow equation is unique in its
velocity and end points of its orbit and it is monotonic (see for example [39]). Our
main result from this analysis is that in a system of two equations an additional
degree of freedom allows non-monotonic behaviour in the saturation profiles. The
origin of this degree of freedom will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 12 Phase portrait for c = 1.11,Ku = 0.02,Kv = 0.08.

4.6 Other systems

The topological structure of the phase portrait does not depend on c,Ku,Kv as
long as the class defined in Table 1 does not change. As an example, the phase
portrait for c = 1.11,Ku = 0.02,Kv = 0.08 is shown in Fig. 12. It is topological
identical with Fig. 10. The straight lines defined in Subsec. 4.5.1 become curves.

5 Numerical studies

5.1 Method of solution: an adaptive moving grid solver

This section presents numerical solutions of the partial differential equations re-
lated to the underlying travelling wave Ansatz. We confirm the quasi-analytic
solutions in the original system of PDEs which were derived in Section 3 and
examine the stability of the different travelling wave solutions by solving the time-
dependent equations numerically. Furthermore, we find the reason for the degree
of freedom λ of Section 3 and are able to discuss how the non-monotonic travelling
wave solutions of section 3 evolve.

We use a numerical algorithm that can solve general nonlinear PDEs [40]. The
spatial discretization consists of a finite difference approximation on an adaptive
(non-uniform) grid that can change in time as well. The time integration is per-

λ monotonic in u monotonic in v

(0, 0.42) no yes

(0.42, 0.58) yes yes

(0.58, 1) yes no

Table 6 (Non-)monotonicity of the saturation profiles of the orbits parametrized with λ
connecting ( 1

3
, 1
3

) and (0, 0) in the system with c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0.
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formed by the stiff ODE integrator routines in DASSL [41]. In this routine, a
variable time-step and variable order implicit Backward-Differentiation Formula
(BDF) technique is used.

With the adaptive grid code, general systems of NPDE nonlinear equations of
the form

C

(
x, t, u,

∂u

∂x

)
∂u

∂t
+Q

(
x, t, u,

∂u

∂x

)
=

∂

∂x
R

(
x, t, u,

∂u

∂x

)
(53)

can be solved, where C is a NPDE×NPDE Matrix and Q and R represent NPDE−
vectors, that stand for sink and flux terms, respectively. The variable vector u
is NPDE-dimensional and depends on space x ∈ [x`, xr] and time t > 0. The
algorithm uses the numerical parameter εtol = 10−5 for the accuracy of the time
integration [41], and the adaptive parameters τsm = 10−3, σsm = 2, that control
the spatial and temporal smoothness of the adaptive grid. The smoothing in both
the time and space direction is added to ensure, respectively, stability of the grid
motion and a regular spatial grid distribution for all time t > 0. Furthermore, the
adaptive grid relies on a moving non-uniform finite-difference discretization which
is based on an equidistribution principle. A sophisticated parameter-free monitor
function is used to let the grid points follow the steep localized structures in the
PDE model efficiently. More details can be found in [42–45].

The fractional flow equations (1) can be brought into the following form

∂u

∂t
=

∂

∂x

[
µ
∂u

∂x
− fu(u, v)

]
, (54a)

∂v

∂t
=

∂

∂x

[
µ
∂v

∂x
− fv(u, v)

]
, (54b)

where the functions fu, fv have been defined in equation (3) and the parameter
µ is set equal to one. In equation (53) we take C

(
x, t, u, ∂u∂x

)
as the 2× 2 identity

matrix, set the source term Q
(
x, t, u, ∂u∂x

)
and flux term R

(
x, t, u, ∂u∂x

)
equal to the

vectors (0, 0)T and µ(∂u∂x − fu(u, v), ∂v∂x − fv(u, v))T , respectively.
The initial conditions are given by the following formulae:(
u
v

)
(x, 0) =

(
ul

2 (1− tanh(κ(x− xu0))) + ur

2 (1 + tanh(κ(x− xu0)))
vl
2 (1− tanh(κ(x− xv0))) + vr

2 (1 + tanh(κ(x− xv0)))

)
, (55)

where xu0 , x
v
0 denote the positions of the center points of the waves of u and v and

κ indicates the steepness of both initial waves.

5.2 Results

In Section 4.5 we obtained four profiles with λ = 0.01, 0.42, 0.58, 0.99 shown in
Subfigure 11(b). Here these travelling wave solutions are simulated with the adap-
tive grid code. It was tested that all other travelling wave solutions with values of
λ ∈ (0, 1) can be produced in the same way.

Figure 13 consists of six subfigures. Subfigure 13(a) shows the initial profile
of equation (55) with parameters from Table 7. Both fronts for u and v have
the same profile, but the u-wave is shifted 15 units to the right. Subfigure 13(b)
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Fig. 13 Numerical computations for the boundary and initial conditions of equation (55) and
Table 7. Subfigure (a) shows the initial profile. Subfigure (b) displays the early time history of
the front with a time step of 3 and Subfigure (c) shows the early time history of the adaptive
grid between t = 0 until t = 30. Subfigure (d) displays the stationary saturation profile at
t = 100 which looks identical to the profile in Figure 11(b) with λ = 0.01. Subfigure (e)
displays the time history of the front with a time step of 10 and Subfigure (c) shows the time
history of the adaptive grid between t = 0 until t = 100. The subfigures where the adaptive
grid is shown display the locations of the fronts for each time.

displays the early time history of the front and Subfigure 13(c) shows the early
time history of the adaptive grid between t = 0 until t = 30 with a time step of 3.
In Subfigure 13(d) the profiles at t = 100 are displayed. Subfigure 13(e) shows the
time history of the front and Subfigure 13(f) shows the time history of the adaptive
grid between t = 0 until t = 100 with a time step of 10. In the Subfigures which
show the moving grid there are lines which are close together. This is where fronts
are located in the (x, t)−plane. The figures depict clearly that from t = 30 a profile
has formed with speed c = 1 that does not change its shape. The numerical profile
in Subfigure 13(d) corresponds exactly to the quasi-analytic profile with parameter
c = 1,Ku = 0,Kv = 0, λ = 0.01 shown in Figure 11. Subfigures 13(b) and 13(c)
indicate how the stationary profile is formed out of the monotonic hyperbolic-
tangent initial profile. Subfigure 13(c) shows two main fronts, where the left one
represents the v-front and the right one the u-front, respectively. Further, one can
see another smaller front between t = 0 and t = 30, that connects the left with the
right front. This front is flatter and therefore, its speed is higher than for the other

Fig. (ul, ur) (vl, vr) κ xu0 xv0 µ

13 ( 1
3
, 0) ( 1

3
, 0) 1

8
15 0 1

14 ( 1
3
, 0) ( 1

3
, 0) 1

8
0.92 0 1

15 ( 1
3
, 0) ( 1

3
, 0) 1

8
−0.92 0 1

16 ( 1
3
, 0) ( 1

3
, 0) 1

8
−15 0 1

Table 7 Boundary values and parameters for the initial conditions (55) used in Figures 13-16.
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Fig. 14 Numerical computations for the boundary and initial conditions of equation (55) and
Table 7. Subfigure (a) shows the initial profile. Subfigure (b) displays the early time history of
the front with a time step of 3 and Subfigure (c) shows the early time history of the adaptive
grid between t = 0 until t = 30. Subfigure (d) displays the stationary saturation profile at
t = 100 which looks identical to the profile in Figure 11(b) with λ = 0.42. Subfigure (e)
displays the time history of the front with a time step of 10 and Subfigure (c) shows the time
history of the adaptive grid between t = 0 until t = 100. The subfigures where the adaptive
grid is shown display the locations of the fronts for each time.

fronts. It is also the key to understand the overshoot behaviour. It develops at the
position where the u-saturation is constant and where the v-saturation changes.
In the region between the u- and the v-front the flow function fu is lower than in
the region behind the u- and the v-front due to the higher v-value. This means
that more u-saturation flows into this region than out of this region. This leads
to an overshoot in the saturation profile which moves faster than the remaining
part of the wave. At some point in time, it hits the main u-front. The overshoot
grows until the main front reaches a value such that it obtains the same speed
as the v-wave. From then on, the system is stationary and moves with a constant
speed. In the final profile one observes that the distance between the two main
fronts compared to the original profile has decreased from 15 to 10 spatial units.
This corresponds with the conservation of mass in the PDE system.

Figures 14-16 are structured as Figure 13. Their initial data for equation (55)
is given in Table 7. The discussion is analogous to Figure 13 but it is left out here
due to limited space. These Figures indicate that all analytically found profiles
can be found with the adaptive grid code.

∆u
v monotonic in u monotonic in v

(−∞,−0.92) yes no

(−0.92, 0.92) yes yes

(0.92,∞) no yes

Table 8 Bifurcations with parameters ∆u
v and κ = 1

8
.
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Fig. 15 Numerical computations for the boundary and initial conditions of equation (55) and
Table 7. Subfigure (a) shows the initial profile. Subfigure (b) displays the early time history of
the front with a time step of 3 and Subfigure (c) shows the early time history of the adaptive
grid between t = 0 until t = 30. Subfigure (d) displays the stationary saturation profile at
t = 100 which looks identical to the profile in Figure 11(b) with λ = 0.58. Subfigure (e)
displays the time history of the front with a time step of 10 and Subfigure (c) shows the time
history of the adaptive grid between t = 0 until t = 100. The subfigures where the adaptive
grid is shown display the locations of the fronts for each time.

Finally, we explain the meaning of the parameter λ that we have found in the
quasi-analytic section. Equation (4.3) allows to define the shift ∆u

v between the
initial u-profile and initial v-profile:

∆u
v = xu0 − xv0 . (56)

This shift ∆u
v and the parameter λ define a one to one relation such that for each

quasi-analytically found saturation profile with parameter λ there exists an iden-
tical numerically found saturation profile with shift ∆u

v in the initial conditions.
From Section 3.5.2 we know that the parameter λ = 0 corresponds to the orbits
that connect the saddle (1/2,0) with the nodes while λ = 1 corresponds to the
orbits that connect the saddle (0, 1/2) with the nodes. In the first case we have
∆u

v = ∞ and in the second case we have ∆u
v = −∞. For general 0 < λ < 1 there

exists a symmetric relation λ(∆u
v) for every fixed κ in equation (4.3):

λκ(∆u
v) = 1− λκ(−∆u

v). (57)

For example, the parameter κ = 1
8 yields λ 1

8
(0.92) = 0.42. With this identification,

it is possible to formulate the relation between the bifurcations in Table (3.6) and
the shift ∆u

v in eq. (4.4). This is shown in Table 4.2. Therefore the degree of
freedom that was found in the quasi-analytical section using the ODE system can
be explained by the degree of freedom that exist in the initial conditions of the
underlying PDE system.
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Fig. 16 Numerical computations for the boundary and initial conditions of equation (55) and
Table 7. Subfigure (a) shows the initial profile. Subfigure (b) displays the early time history of
the front with a time step of 3 and Subfigure (c) shows the early time history of the adaptive
grid between t = 0 until t = 30. Subfigure (d) displays the stationary saturation profile at
t = 100 which looks identical to the profile in Figure 11(b) with λ = 0.99. Subfigure (e)
displays the time history of the front with a time step of 10 and Subfigure (c) shows the time
history of the adaptive grid between t = 0 until t = 100. The subfigures where the adaptive
grid is shown display the locations of the fronts for each time.

6 Summary

In this paper we construct travelling wave solutions for a nonlinear system of PDEs.
Using a dynamical system approach, we characterize different kinds of solutions.
A novel method of analysis enables us to give a complete representation of the
five dimensional functionality between the wave velocity and the boundary condi-
tions. Eight classes of topologically different phase portraits were identified. For
each class, all velocities, boundary values and integration constants were found.
The results depend strongly on the nonlinear and coupled flow functions. In con-
trast to a single fractional flow equation, the PDE system in this paper exhibits
non-monotonic waves and waves with a plateau-shape. A whole range of different
behaviour takes place for the same boundary values and velocities due to an addi-
tional degree of freedom hidden in the initial conditions. These complex results give
hope that the PDE model gives insight in the modeling process of non-monotonic
phenomena for example in multiphase flow in porous media. However, we do not
believe that the whole physical mechanism is the one described here. We realize
that, for a realistic comparison between theory and experiment, we should consider
a generalized model, such as the model accounting for nonpercolating fluid parts
as described for example in [24, 25, 29, 46]. Moreover, all derived travelling waves
seem to be stable in the space-time domain. This result was confirmed by applying
an efficient and accurate adaptive grid PDE solver to the original time-dependent
PDE system.
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